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Compact Microprocessor Knee
The Compact version of the C-Leg® microprocessor knee is designed for transfemoral prosthetic users who require the safety and stability of microprocessor stance phase control. The Compact’s smooth responsiveness, reliability, and stance security is ideal for the limited/full community walker who may require intermittent changes in speed or direction. The knee can be locked between 0° and 30° for long periods of standing and is always ready to support the user in case of a stumble.

Compact Coding
The Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) for prosthetics is an add-on code system. Rather than issuing new HCPCS Level II national codes to describe the various microprocessor knees that came to market, the Alpha-Numeric HCPCS Panel instead issued add-on codes to upgrade the mechanical (non-microprocessor) knee base codes.

The following codes are available for Compact:

- L5828* Hydraulic Swing and Stance Phase Knee
- L5858* Microprocessor control feature, stance phase only, includes sensors.
- L5845 Stance flexion feature

Other codes that might appear on a claim related to Compact:

- L5705 Protective Cover
- L7367 Lithium Ion Battery, Replacement
- L7368 Lithium Ion Battery Charger, Replacement

(*Medicare covers L5828 and L5858 for K3 only)

C-Leg Compact Certification Training
Ottobock lists C-Leg Compact Trained Practitioners on its website. These practitioners have taken a 2.5 CEU on-line course, and passed the exam.

Warranty
Otto Bock HealthCare (Otto Bock) warrants all of its products, to the original purchaser, to be free from defects in materials and workmanship. The Limited Warranty for the C-Leg Compact is 36 months. For additional information on Compact’s Warranty, see C-Leg Compact Instructions for Use (IFU).

FDA Status
Under FDA’s regulations, the C-Leg Compact Microprocessor-Controlled Prosthetic Knee is a Class II device, exempt from the premarket notification [510(k)] requirements. The C-Leg Compact prosthetic knee has met all the general control requirements which include Establishment Registration (21 CFR 807), Medical Device Listing (21 CFR part 807), Quality System Regulation (21 CFR part 820), Labeling (21 CFR part 801), and Medical Device Reporting (21 CFR Part 803). The C-Leg prosthetic knee is listed under external assembled lower limb prosthesis; Listing Number is E206060.

The product/device “Supplier” (defined as an O&P practitioner or O&P patient care facility) assumes full responsibility for accurate billing of Ottobock products. It is the Supplier’s responsibility to determine medical necessity; ensure coverage criteria is met; and submit appropriate HCPCS codes, modifiers, and charges for services/products delivered. It is also recommended that Supplier’s contact insurance payer(s) for coding and coverage guidance prior to submitting claims. Ottobock Coding Suggestions and Reimbursement Guides are based on reasonable judgment and are not recommended to replace the Supplier’s judgment. These recommendations may be subject to revision based on additional information or alpha-numeric system changes.
Compact
Features and Benefits

Hydraulic Swing and Stance Phase Knee
Hydraulic swing control allows for adequate resistance to be applied during heel rise, allowing 60-65 degrees of knee flexion. This ensures appropriate toe clearance, reduces the chance of catching the toe in mid-swing, and offers the patient security for the next heel strike (does not leave the patient feeling as if “waiting for the knee to come through”).
Hydraulic swing control also applies during extension of the knee preventing terminal impact by decelerating the limb while restraining the need for further hip flexion. This resistance mimics the eccentric contraction of the anatomical hamstrings and gluteus maximus. Full extension is then reached in preparation for heel strike.

Hydraulic stance control allows patients to vary cadence. The hydraulic fluid flows through narrow channels, providing a frictional resistance, which increases with the speed of compression; a faster gait speed allows quicker knee extension.
With hydraulic stance phase control, resistance occurs automatically when there is a tendency for the knee to buckle. This allows the patient to walk on uneven terrain and results in a more natural step-over-step pattern when descending inclines and stairs. This resistance also contributes to the stance flexion and “stumble recovery.”

Microprocessor Controlled Stance
The microprocessor stance control operates in the same fashion as the C-Leg. The Compact is a default stance control knee, which means that it always has high stance flexion until stance is disengaged.
There are two main sensors in the Compact. The knee angle sensor detects the angle of the knee, monitors whether the knee is flexing or extending, and how fast it is doing so. The ankle moment sensor detects whether there is a dorsiflexion (load on toe) or plantar flexion (load on heel) moment occurring, and whether that moment is increasing or decreasing.
These sensors gather data at a rate of 50 times per second. This information is then sent to the microprocessor, which in turn adjusts the valve position that controls hydraulic fluid release to the flexion valve providing reliable stance stability.
Since the rate of fluid release is controlled by the microprocessor from data that is collected in real time, patients are able to walk more naturally with the knee adapting faster and more accurately than without a microprocessor. During swing phase the resistance is controlled by the hydraulic alone. This means that patients can still successfully vary their gait cadence.

Stance Flexion
When the prosthesis initially contacts the ground, this feature allows the patient to load the knee in a flexed position. Benefits include shock absorption, restoration of sinusoidal pattern of center of gravity throughout the gait cycle, energy efficiency (less energy spent on “pulling back” on hamstrings to lock a fully extended knee), and an overall more natural gait pattern. Hip and lower back stress will also be minimized.
This feature also allows patients to “ride” the knee (the knee supports patients’ weight on flexed knee without buckling and lowers them into desired position) when sitting into a chair, kneeling, and when descending stairs and slopes.
This resistance will also be there for the patient should the toe catch during mid-swing, serving as a “stumble recovery” feature. As soon as the knee stops flexing and maximum heel rise is achieved, this feature is immediately activated; thus, if at any point the toe catches the resistance is available. This allows patients enough time to bring their contralateral side through to catch themselves, thus preventing a fall and keeping it at a controlled “stumble.”

Additional Features:
The Compact Mode allows the user to lock the knee between 0° and 30° when there is a need to securely stand for long periods of time.
The Therapy Mode allows the knee to be locked in full extension while the amputee is learning to use the knee.
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